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Stella, Inc. is pleased to announce the introduction of new upgraded models, Air Force Two Premium and 
Air Force III Premium, equipped with an enhanced new power supply unit containing an air condenser 
doubled in capacity and a new gunmetal platter. 
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-　New Power Supply Unit is improved to almost equivalent to that of the Air Force One, containing an air 
condenser having a doubled capacity from the standard model.

-　Equipped with two separate air pumps for air bearing and vacuum, just like the Air Force One Premium 
while the original models with only one air pump for both air bearing and vacuum.

-　Equipped with a new heavy gunmetal platter (34kg for the Two Premium and 29kg for the III Premium).
　　The composition of gunmetal is optimized for the best sound velocity to enable playback as close to 
live music as possible.

-　Electric circuitry is even better than that of the Air Force One and almost as good as that of the Air Force 
One Premium, increasing torque and allowing to maintain the speed without servo control while rotating 
at a rated speed. (No servo technology)

-　Suspension system is improved to accommodate the new heavy platter for a better sound quality.

-　Improved air bearing to accommodate the new heavy platter to prevent any resonance on the platter.

New Features of Air Force Two Premium and Air Force III Premium

These improvements have enabled even more stable and smooth sound, an extension of bass and better 
quietness.

Please be advised that upgrades from the Air Force Two to the Two Premium or from the Air Force III to the 
III Premium will not be provided becuase of the significant increase of platter weight and pump volume 
from the original models.


